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the anarchy which gave European adventure its chance, inwardly
by an increasing torpor of the creative spirit in religion and
art, — science and philosophy and intellectual knowledge had
long been dead or petrified into a mere scholastic Punditism, —
all pointing to a nadir of setting energy, the evening-time from
which according to the Indian idea of the cycles a new age has
to start. It was that moment and the pressure of a superimposed
European culture which followed it that made the reawakening
necessary.

We have practically to take three facts into consideration,
the great past of Indian culture and life with the moment of
inadaptive torpor into which it had lapsed, the first period of
the Western contact in which it seemed for a moment likely
to perish by slow decomposition, and the ascending movement
which first broke into some clarity of expression only a decade
or two ago. Mr. Cousins has his eye fixed on Indian spirituality
which has always maintained itself even in the decline of the
national vitality; it was certainly that which saved India always
at every critical moment of her destiny, and it has been the
starting-point too of her renascence. Any other nation under
the same pressure would have long ago perished soul and body.
But certainly the outward members were becoming gangrened;
the powers of renovation seemed for a moment to be beaten
by the powers of stagnation, and stagnation is death. Now that
the salvation, the reawakening has come, India will certainly
keep her essential spirit, will keep her characteristic soul, but
there is likely to be a great change of the body. The shaping for
itself of a new body, of new philosophical, artistic, literary, cul-
tural, political, social forms by the same soul rejuvenescent will,
I should think, be the type of the Indian renascence, — forms
not contradictory of the truths of life which the old expressed,
but rather expressive of those truths restated, cured of defect,
completed.

What was this ancient spirit and characteristic soul of India?
European writers, struck by the general metaphysical bent of
the Indian mind, by its strong religious instincts and religious
idealism, by its other-worldliness, are inclined to write as if this


